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PREFACE 

In 1949, the Mines Branch began an investigation into Canadian 

sources of clay and shale raw materials suitable for the production of 

lightweight aggregates. Part I of the investigation, covering the Province 

of Alberta, and Part 11, covering the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, 

have been published as Memorandum Series No. 117 and No. 120, respectively. 

This report, dealing with the Province of Ontario, contains the results of 

test work on samples from what were considered to be the most important 

known deposits within marketable distance of well populated areas. 

The aim of the laboratory work has been to produce, at the lowest 

cost, the highest grade of aggregate, namely, a coated aggregate, bY uSig 

the raw materials in their natural state. In view of the number of samples 

covered and the limited amounts of each, no work was  dons on the suitability 

of the materials for the production of sinter aggregates either in the rotary 

kiln or sintering machine. It should be noted, however, that many of  thq 

materials, classed as being unsuitàble for coated aggregate, might be fou71.d 

very satisfactory for the production of sinter aggregates. For any one 

nonsidertng such production, the work covered in this report on raw materials 

for coated aggregate manufacture will at least eliminate consideration of 

decidedly unfavourable materials while indicating those which merit further 

attention. 

The samples collected weighed from 5 to 10 pounds and were taken 

by trenching so as to represent a true average of the deposit. Included  are 

the test results of materials submitted by individuals or compantes 

. Reports and maps of the Geological Survey of Canada were of great 

assistance in locating outcrops. 

Zahn Convey, 
Director, Mines Branch 



COATED LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE  AGGREGATE  

FROM CANADIAN CLAYS AND SHALES  

PART III  

ONTARIO  

by 

G.  Matthews 
Industrial Minerals Division 

INTRODUCTION  

Definition of Idghtweight Aggregate  

A lightweight aggregate may be defined as an aggregation of fine 

and coarse particles of a material which because of its light weight, strength, 

low absorption, and chemical stability, can be mixed with cement to form a 

concrete of pre-determined characteristics, Coated lightweight aggregate has a 

thin, hard, smooth, outer shell or coat which gives the aggregate improved 

properties of high strength, low absorption, and good workability. 

Types of Clay and Shale Idghtweight Aggregate 
. 	............ 	. 	.. 	. 

TWo distinct types of lightweight aggregate are made from clays and 

shales namely, coated type aggregate, and sinter type aggregate. 

The first type is made by rapid firing in a rotary kiln. Gases 

released from within the clay or °shale during the pyroplastic condition cause 

it to expand into light, cellular particles. The particles are usually well 

rounded due partly to the bloating action and partly to the tumbling taking 

place in the kiln. The quantity and quality of the fluxes in the shale allow 

this expansion or bloating to take place at a temperature below that at which 

the particles become sticky so that the product is discharged from the kiln 

in individual, coated particles° An ideally coated aggresate requires no 

crushing after firing to supply the required gradeeizes. 
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Sinter type aggregate may be made in either the rotary kiln or 

sintering machine The rotary kiln process for Producing a sinter type - 

aggregate differs from that for coated aggregate in that the product is crushed 

to supply the required grade sizes. Due to the quantity and quality of the fluxes 

present this material cannot be fired with sufficient expansion below the 

temperature at which sticking occurs, and as a result the individual particles 

agglomerate and are discharged as clinker. The sinter aggregate produced on 

the sintering machine, eXcept for being harsher, is similar to the siuter 

product frrm the rotary kilno The raw material for the sintering machins 

process is finely ground and mixed with a pulverized fuel pelletized, placed 

on a travelling grate, and ignited. A, lightweight product is formed by bloat-

lag or sintering or by a combination of both depending upon the raw material-

The sintering machine type product may be made from a greater variety of raw 

materials than the rotary kiln sinter and coated types. 

Desirable Properties of  a Idghtweighteate 

The raw materf.al  selected for the production of a ligh:tweight 

aggregate must be capable of giving a product possessing the following 

desirable properties, 

(1) Eigh SI;Imeth to Weight Ratio 

The p7:2duct must be light to effect a worthwhile saving in waight 

and at the same time be strong enough to meet strength specifications. Varia- 

tions in both the strength and weight may be effected by modif -jing the nroCessing 

technique As the strength of a product is increased, the weight is also 

increased and vice versa° Because of their strong shell and spherical nature, 

coated lightweight aggregate particles tend to give a product with a higher 

strength to weight ratio than other types. The actual maximum weights 

specified for a properly graded aggregate under A.S.TJ&0 specifications, 

designation C130-42 are 75 lb./cu,ftQ .  for the fine aggregate and 55 11D/cu0 

ft, for the coarse aggregate. 



(b) Good Workability 

The smooth .  spherical nature of coated clay and shale aggregate particles 

promotes good workability whereas aggregate particles with sharp corners make a 

harsh concrete mix that is difficult to work around reinforcing bars, tending 

to give a honeycomb structure. 

(0) Low  Absorption  

An aggregate with a high water absorption, unless it has been pre-soaked, 

tends to dehydrate the cement which has a harmful effect on the setting of the 

concrete, Coated aggregates generally have a lower absorption than other 

aggregates because of the coating covering the cellular interior. 

(d) Uniform Size Gradation 

The product must be composed of aggregate particles of a range of 

sizes with sufficient fine material to permit working the mix around forms 
; 

and reinforcing bars. The grading prescribed may be referred to under A.S.T.M0 

specifications, designation C130-42 0 ' 

(e) Chemical Inertness 

A lightweight aggegate should not. contain chemical impurities which 

might react with the cement or reinforcing materials with deleterious effects. 

TEST METHODS 

The equipment used for the laboratory evaluation of clays and shales 

for lightweight aggregate consisted of a small jaw crusher, screens, a gas-

fired stationary furnaoe (capalee of up to 2700 ,11, a drying aven, a 5" x 5 2  

gas-fired rotary kiln, a bulk density container, a balance sensitive to one 

gram and crushing strength apparatus. 

Preparatory to testing, all samples were reduced in size to -1/2"* 1/4". 

Samples that were not coarse enough or were too soft to stand crushing were 

pelletized in a small cement mixer, dried, and screened to the above size 

range, Because of the shortness of the rotary kiln, all samples were dried 
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overnight, in an oven maintained at 100 00 to drive off the mechanically held 

moisture and thus prevent decrepitation when subjected to rapid heat. 

StatiorarFurnace Tests 

Small amounts of each sample were tested first in the stationary 

furnace at various temperatures and heating times. These tests facilitated 

the elimination of materials obviously not suited for coated aggregate 

manufacture and the selection of the most promising ones for testing in 

the rotary kiln. 

By firing the materials at various retention times and temperatures 

it is possible to predict the relative length of vitrification range of each 

material and to observe the relative amount of bloating. If a material shows 

little surface fusion with a dull appearance when well bloated, indications 

are favourable for trial in the rotary kiln. On the other hand  if on 

increasing the temperature and firing time, the material is not bloated 

until the surface shows a high degree. of fusion (glassy appearance) indica-

tions are that it has a short vitrification range, and will give sticking 

and agglomerating trouble in the rotary kiln. Materials with a very narrow 

vitrification range are thus eliminated from further testing but materials 

having intermediate properties in this respect must be tested in the rotary 

kiln before any conclusions can be drawn. 

Stationary furnace tests permit the screening out of materials 

that are poor bloaters and those that are, for economical reasons, too 

refractory. For the purposes of this investigation all materials that failed 

to shw any bloatmag when fired in the stationary furnace at 2400 0F for five 

minutes, were classed as too refractory. 

These tests also facilitate the elimination of materials that are 

extremely non-uniform in composition. Many materials, especially those 

laid down under shallow water conditions contain varying amounts of the 



fluxes or refractory constituents. In coal mine shales, a frequent cause 

of non-uniformity is the varying amounts,of free carbon. Depending upon 

their extent these variations may mean the elimination of the material as 

a possible raw material* 

Upon completion of the stationary furnace tests, the materials 

selected for the rotary kiln tests were those that had good bloating prO--- 

parties with a reasonably good vitrification range, were not too refractory, . 

and showed reasonable uniformity. 

Rotary Kiln Tests 

The selected dried materials were processed ; in a 5" x 5 2  gas-fired, 

rotary kiln. Although the kiln had variable pitch and speed, all materials 

were processed under the saine  retention time conditions to give a total 

retention time of about six minutes. The temperature for each run was kept 

as close as possible to the maximumtemperature permissible for each material 

without having agglomeration of the charge In general, this is the temperature 

at which a commercial kiln producing coated aggregate would operate* It is 

possible to produce the same result at a lower temperature with an increased 

retention time but only at a great sacrifice in the volume of material 

handled. 

It should not be assumed that the products made in the 5" x 5 2  

rotary kiln in this investigation are the best obtainable. In view of the 

number of samples covered and the limited anount of each it was impossible 

to experiment with each sample to deteraine the b-est operating conditions. 

The small scale rotary kiln tests carried on in this investigation merely 

indicated which materials have the best possibilities for commercial rotary 

kiln coated aggregate. 

The determining factor in whether a good bloating material is 

suited for coated aggregate manufacture or not is the degree of sticking 



and agglomeration of the partiales  when bloating. This property can be 

determined quite satisfactorily tu the small kiln. 	. 

As a result of the stationary furnace and rotary kiln tests the 

materials were classified into five groups which are shown in a summary 

table for the province in Figure,4, page i5a. These classifications are as 

follows: 

1. Materials considered suitable for coated aggreàate production. 

2, Materials which are good bloaters but which are not considered 

.• suitable for loated aggregate production because of their 

relatively narrow vitrification rangea and resultant.sticking 

and agglomerating cheracterimtics, . 

3, Materiale which are poor bloatera. , 

4 0  Materials which are too refractory. 

5. Materiale which are non-i-unifomm and which are a combination 

of tao or more of the eibove classifications. 

For anyone interested in the production  of sinter aggregate in the 

rotary kiln the logical materials  for exrertmental work, of those collected,' 

would be those listed in groupe 1 and 2 al”,re. Since a high bloating • 

material is not desirable for si•teeing machine treatment, the possible raw 

materials for this type of aggregate are those listed in group 3 abova. 

In connection with the materials i-tlassified in table form as having 

good possibilities for coated aggregate manufature, it should be remembered 

that this classification is based only on the qUality of product0 Other 

facts that are of decided economic importance sUch as amount of material 

available, nearness to market, and availability of fuel are discussed,  if  

known, under the test results for each material., 

It must also be kept in mind that this investigation is concerned 

only with the use of materiale in their natural state. It is quite possible' 

that chemical beneficiation would convert some of the unsuitable into suitable 
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materials. Again, many materials classed as too non-uniform.miee.; prove 

quite suitable if finely ground and pelletized before firing. Both possi-

bilities, of course, would increase the cost of production. 

Deteminat iIL.2LMI4c2iLt222Z5" 

Three physical properties of the aggregate were measured, namely 

the bulk density, the crushing streneh, and the volume expansion& 

The bulk density W8A determined in a machined metal container of 

1/30 cubic foot capacity on the product erushed to -3/8 :inch * 8 mesh. 

The standard jigging procedure ae specified in A.S.TX, designation C29-42 

was followed 0  This  size range -3/8  inch  * 8 mesh) approxJmatosIthat 

specified in A.S.T.M0 specifications, designation C130-42 r  and should have 

a bulk density value of less than 55 lb.fou0 ft 0  to be acceptable. 

The test used to determinî the crushing strength, W8B patterned. 

on that carried out in other laboratories, The apparatus consisted of a 

steel cylinder, 2 inches inside diamee„ and 6 inches deep, into which the 

aggregate crushed to -3/8 inch 4  8 mesh W8B poured without any tamping, to 

a depth of 4 1/2 inche. Asteel plunger, 1 31/32 Inches in diameter, was 

 used to apply pressure to the aggregate in a Carver Hydraulic Press and the 

amount necessary to give a compaction of 1 inch was noted. This was then 

converted to lb,/sq. inch. 

The true value of this test has not been determined. It should, 

however, provide a rough method of- rating a product if the result is con-

sidered along with the weight of the produt. Since weight and strength 

vary directly, the crushing streneh-to-weight ratio gives a better method 

of evaluation& 

The volume expansion of the product was determined simply by 

measuring  the  volume of the feed before firing, and the product after firing, 

and by calculating the percentage increase. The volume expansion of a material 



affects the economy of the operation because the higher the volume expansion 

the less the amount of feed material required to give the same volume of 

product. 

It should be kept in mind that the mere expansion of a clay or 

shale does not necessarily mean that it will make a good concrete aggregate. 

Considerable test work must be done on any one material to determine the 

maximum allowable expansion necessary to give a product of the required 

strength. Neither is there any substitute for actual concrete tests in 

evaluating the product. 

RELATION OF CEEMICAL PROPERTIES TO TEE BLOATING OF CLAYS AND SHALES  

Review of Previous Work  

T.E. Jackson (1) considered it possible that bloating of clays might 

be due to the evolution of oxygen as the ferric oxide passed into the 

ferrous oxide on combination with the silicates. 

Orton and Staley(2)  thought that if Jackson's theory were correct 

all bloating clays would contain ferric oxide and should, therefore, bloat 

at the sanie  temperature. They found, however, that clays bloated at 

different temperatures, and moreover, that many clays which contained iron, 

did not bloat. They considered the cause of gas evolution to be chiefly 

the dissociation of sUlphides and sulphates by silicic acid which becomes 

increasingly active as the temperature rises and appropriates the bases 

formerly combined with the sulphur. They considered that the sulphur 

came cut of solution as sulphur dioxide and that this gas was responsible 

for the bloating. They also recognized that sulphur did not oxidize to 

sulphur dioxide and escape until after the carbon had been oxidized. In 

many cases, especially if the firing was rapid, by the time the carbon was 

oxidized the clay had become too dense to allow the sulphur dioxide to escape 



and bloating resulted. They treated bloating as an undesirable quality 

and concluded that it could be avoided by applying a deliberate and 

complete oxidation treatment while the clay remained porous to remove 

the carbon and sulphur, 

Wilson(3) conBidered that the gases which caused bloating when 

the clay or shale had reached the vitrified condition might have consisted 

of entrapped air, steam, sulphur dioxide and trioxide, carbon dioxide or 

monoxide, oxygen or hydrocarbons, absorbed during firing. Be treated 

bloating as an undesirable quality of some clays and shales, and observed 

that it took place . to a greater degree in the fine-grained t  dense materials. 

He  regarded expansion, caused by entrapped gases in a semi-viscous body, 

as due to two causes 

Improper oxidation resulting Prole insuffiaient heating 

time at temperatures below the vitrification range, where the gases 

were chiefly formed fram the carbon,'sulphur, and carbonates. 

2, Decomposition of contained material during and above the 

vitrification temperature, the most common material being calcium • 

sulphate which produced sulphur dioxide or trioxide. 

Bleininger and Montgomery (4) stated that if at any time the 

evolution of gaseous matter was rapid enough to produce pressure within 

the clay t  then bloating was certain to take place, and a vesicular 

structure would be formed They recognized that both the physical con-

stitution of the clay, that is, compactness and fine grain, as well as 

the mode of shaping, were of as great, if not greater, importance than 

the amount of constituents  prescrit  which form gases, 

The United States Emergency Fleet Corporation( 5 ) which developed 

lightweight aggregate during World.  War  I for use in the construction of 

 concrete ships found that the clay or shale should be rich in compounds  of  
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metallic oxides, carbon, sulphur, sodium, potassium, or other equivalent 

compounds, some  of which, when the material is subjected to heat, will 

either act as a flux or give off gas° 

EXperiments by Jackson(6 ) showed that not all the sulphur was 

evolved at low temperatures but that complex compounds of sulphur, such as 

"ferrous sulpho-silicaten were formed @  7ackson observed that sulphur is 

not retained at high temperatures without the presence of iron oxide in the 

clay° He believed that the bloating of clay W8B due to sulphur but only 

that sulphur retained at high temperatures in the complex compounds with 

iron and silica° 

Sullivan, Austin and Rogers ( ? )  when experimenting with making ex-

panded clay building units found that, for most clays, best results were 

obtained when the ki1n atmosphere was slightly on the reducing side° They 

also found that in general, high lime clays had a short bloating range and 

low lime clay8, a longer one° 

Austin, NUnes and Sullivan(8 ) heated various clays in a tube furnace 

and determined quantitatively the gases evolved during bloating° They also 

detdrmined the effets on bloating of  variations in  heating rates, rats of 

air flow, and the atmosphere@ These investl.gators found that carbon 

dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and water were evolved at the bloating temnerature0 

They believed' that, since most carbonates decompose at low temperatures r  the 

carbon dioxide was formed by the oxidation of i;he elemental carbon that 

remained in the clay be reduction of the ferric oxide° They suggested that 

the sulphur dioxide might be evolved from the decomposition of residual 

calcium or magnesium sulphate or intermediate compounds formed during the 

firing. The water evolved was considered to have came from some mineral 

other than clay as clay loses its crystal lattice structure at a temperature 

below the bloating temperature. In general, the evolution of gases fram 



clays varied inversely with the rate of heating, and directly with the 

air flow, It was shown that good bloating took place in a nitrogen 

atmosphere wtich indicated that the oxidation must come from within tha 

clay rather than from a reaction with the atmosphere. 

Conley, Wilson and Klinefelte,,(9)  made an extensive study of the 

availability of raw materials, methods for producing lightweight aggregates, 

and on causes of bloating, Their work indicated that various compounds of 

iron, alkali z  and alkaline earths furnished the fluxes and gases necessary 

to bring about bloating. Using this assumption various admixtures of such 

compounds were added to non-bloaters and to poor bloaters with good results 

in some cases. They found that the results varied decidedly depending upon 

the clay to which the admix was made, and that each clay* required a separate 

study, These authors attempted to correlate the bloating properties with 

chemical analyses, and from their work concluded that chemical analyses 
• 

were only of partial value as they did not indicate the mineral form of 

the impurities, They observed that the mineral form of the impuritlea 

In the clay was the key to whether a clay or shale would bloat or not, 

Charles M. Riley (lo) stated the two conditions necessary for 

bloating as follows: 

1, nEnough of the material must fuse to fill the pore spaces so 

that gases being formed will be trapped- The fused material must, of 

course, be viscous enough so that the gas does not escape by bubbling 

through ito n  

2, "Some mineral or combination of minerals must be present 

that will dissociate and liberate a gas at the time when the mass of clay 

has fused to a viscous melt, n  

Be classified materials as bloaters and non-bloaters, and by 

plotting the chemical analyses on a composition diagram e  was able to show 
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that one condition of bloating could be defined Joe°, the condition of 

proper viscosity at the bloating temperature° By adding pyrite, hamatite s  

and dolomite to non-bloating mixtures, and by bringing the composition into 

the area defined on the composition diagram, Riley showed that these minerals 

could produce the gases necessary for bloating° It was also discovered that 

many igneous rocks whose compositions fell within the area of bloating on 

the composition diagram bloated well when ground and cast into briquettee0 

Riley supported the earlier contentions of Jackson(1) and thought the 

principal reason for bloating was the evolution of oxygen during the dis-

sociation of Fe2030 He also recognized that pyrite probably dissociated 

to give sulphur dioxide at high temperatures, and that dolomite probably 

formed intermediate compounds with the other constituents which retained 

some of the carbon dioxide until dissociating at the bloating temperature. 

APPLICATION OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES TO PROBT.EM OF PRODUCING COATED AGGREGATE _ 

As this investigation was concerned only with the highest grade of 

aggregate i,e, coated aggregate, the differences between materials found 

suitable for coated aggregate production and those that were not, were of 

more interest than the differences between non-bloating and bloating clays° 

Many materials proved to be excellent bloaters yet were found to be un-

suitable for coated aggregate because of their narrow vitrification range% 

and sticking and agglomerating qualities° Following stationary furnace and 

rotary kiln tests all materials tested were classified into one of five 

groups previously mentioned under test methods° 

Chemical analyses were secured of representative materials from 

each of the classifications except the non-uniform materials° "lot included 

in the chemical analyses plotted were materials that had an excessively 

high combustible carbon content such as shown by many coal mine shales« 

Small amounts of carbon are probably most beneficial to bloating but ex-

cessive amounts mask the normal reactions taking place, and in the short 
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heating time given the materials of high carbon content, only a thin surface 

coating of the particles showed any oxidation or bloating° 

Sanie of the materials classed as poor bloaters would very probably 

be good bloaters, or be found suitable for coated aggregate manufacture, if 

the heating time were long enough to remove some of the excess carbon° The 

effect on bloating when excess carbon was removed by prolonged preheating, 

before subjection to bloating tests, is illustrated in Figure 1, page 15. 

The decided improvement in the interior structure of the particles is not 

shown. When a material, high in combustible carbon, is not preheated, the 

product expands by the etelling of the combustibles rather than by bloating. 

With prolonged preheat treatment and removal of carbon, a bloated cellular 

structure and a lighter product axe developed, For these reasons shales 

high in combustible carbon were not considered to be representative of their 

classification as poor bloaters. 

The conditions necessary for à clay or shale to be suitable for the 

production of a coated ' aggregate are as follows: 

1. The material must contain a compound that will dissociate, or 

form intermediate compounds that will dissociate, with the formation of a 

gas or gases at a temperature at which the material is in the pyroplastic 

condition° 

2. The material when in the pyroplastic condition must have a 

high viscosity so that the released gases will be trapped, and so that the 

surface tension of the particles is great enough to draw each particle mass 

together, and minimize agglomeration of the particles into a clinker. 

3. The material must have a wide vitrification range to allow easy 

temperature control below the temperature at which sticking and agglomerating 

became excessive. 
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Ity.,evious work has shown that the chemical analysis of a materiel 

is of no value in determining whether the required gas-forming compound is 

present or not, However, in this investigation most materials showed some 

evidence of gas release or bloating with the exception of the refractory 

materials, a large number of which would show some bloating if the temperature 

were carried high enough. Other investigators have shown that et fraction of 

one per cent of a gas-forming compound is all that is required for good 

bloating of a clay or shale. In view of this it is probable that Condition 

1 is not so important a determining factor as the conditions of high viscosity 

and wide vitrification range. 

The composition diagram shown in Figure 2 e  page 17, with alumina, 

silica, and total fluxes at the corners 'dhows that the viscosity condition 

requires the chemical composition of a clay or shale to be within a fairly 

well defined area. For this diagram the volatile material and minor con- 
. 

stituents were neglected and the analyses recalculated on the basis of 100 

per cent. 

The vitrification range of a clay or shale for the purposes of 

lightweight aggregate manufacture covers the partially fused condition and 

is the range in temperature between the point of incipient fusion and the 

point at which the viscosity has decreased to impractical working conditions. 

The lower limit of the vitrification range is fixed by the temperatures at 

which the eutectic composition of the componenta begins to liquefy. The 

upper limit is fixed by the character and quantit-y of the fluxes present. 

The fluxes containing sodium and potassium will give a wider vitri-

fication range than those containing calcium and magnesium because their 

high viscosity retards their interaction with the surrounding clay grains. 

Fluxes containing calcium and magnesium have a low viscosity and shorten the 
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vitrification range. Ferric oxide is believed to be an intermediate flux. 

There seems reason to believe, therefore, that the vitrification range of 

a clay or shale should bear some relation to the proportions of the 

K20 + Na20 and CaO + MgO  fluxes, 

In Figure 3, page 19, the ratios of the K20 + Na20 fluxes and 

CaO + MgO fluxes have been plotted for the materials that had a wide 

vitrification range and were found suitable for making a coated aggregate 

and for the materials that were unsuitable and had too narrow a vitrification 

range, It is apparent from this diagram that a,material, to have a wide 

enough.vitrification range, should have an excess of the K20 + Nee fluxes 

over the CaO + Mgo fluxes. With only one exception all materials found 

suitable for making coated aggregate-in this investigation had a value of 

greater than 1 for the ratio of K20 ‹i Na20 to CaO + MgO. The materials 

with too narrow a vitrification range had a value of less than 1. 

The vitrification range of a Clay or shale coated aggregate raw 

material has an important bearing on the size range of the feed for the 

rotary kiln. In most materials the extreme fine sizes start to agglamorat 

at a temperature below that sufficient to cause good bloating of the coarse 

sizes. However, if the vitrification range is wide this temperature May 

still be high enough to allow good bloating of the coarse sizes. Other-

wise, the feed has to be separated in at least two size ranges, and each 

fired separately. In actual practice the vitrification range,should be 

wide enough to allow bloating over a range of at léast 50eF below the 

temperature at which sticking becomes excessive. 	 • 
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Dotted line represents approximate limita of materials 
suited for coated aggregate. 
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The chemical analysis of a clay or shale appears to be valuable 

for the defining of tuo conditions necessary for producing a coated 

aggregate namely, viscosity, and vitrification range e  but is of no known 

value in determining whether or not the required gas-forming compound is 

present. Amaterial, to be suitable for the production of coated lightweight 

aggregate e  should have proportions of silica, alumina, and total fluxes as 

defined in the composition diagram shown in Figure 2, page ler e  and an excess 

of the K20 4. Ne20 fluxes over the CaO 4- MgO  fluxes as illustrated in Figure 

3, page 19. 
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Clays and shales found suitable for manufacture 
of coated aggregate (wide vitrification range). 
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• of coated aggregate(narrow vitrification range). 
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Figure 3 — Relationship of type of fluxes in cla;ya and shales to 
width of vitrification range. ' 
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LOCATIONS,  DESCRIPTIONS AND TEST RESULTS OF ONTARIO 

CLAYS AND SHALES  

Of a total of 129 samples-tested from 47 locations in Ontario, 

37 samples from 13 locations gave favourable indications of being suit-

able for the manufacture of coated lightweight aggregate; 62 samples were 

classed as being good bloaters but having sticking and agglomerating 

characteristics; 26 samples proved to be poor bloaters and 5 samples were 

too nonuniform. Of the 37 samples with good results, 13 came from the 

Carlsbad shale in the Ottawa area, 6 samples were of a post-glacial clay 

from Cornwall; one was a clay from Napanee; 13 were from the Toronto 

area; 3 Were of the grey shales of the Cabot Head member of the Medina 

formation at Hamilton and one was a brick clay from Coatsworth in Kent 

County. 

The chief drawback to most  of. the  clays and shales tested ne 

their calcareous nature and resUlting narrow vitrification range. An 

examplemay be had in the red shale of the ggeenston formation which 

iS so plentiful and easily accessible along the base of the Niagara 

elicarpment. All samples taken of this shale proved to be excellent 

bloaters but due to the narrow vetefication range of the shale could 

not be made to bloat in the rotary kiln without serious trouble from 

sticking and agglomerating. 

Descriptions of the clays and shales tested, with laboratory 

results, are given in the following text. The locations in eastern 

Ontario of clays and shales which have possibilities for the manufacture 

of coated, lightweight concrete aggregates, are shown in Map 4 at the end 

of the paper, and test results are summarized in Figure 4, also at the 

end of the paper. 
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OTTAWA 

The Ottawa area is underlain primarily by ,Ftleozea 

Ordovician age, The irregularly eroded surface of Ordovician rocks is 

overlain directly by unconsolidated Pleistocene deposits of glacial till 

ard clay as well as marine beds of clay and sand deposited from the post-

glacial  Champlain  sea, The Ottawa area is shown in Map 1 which gives 

the major shale formations and approximate sample locations, The 

character and distribution of the main shale formations are as follows: 

Billings Formation  

, 	The Billings formation is composed of black fissile  shales. It 

is exposed in a horseshoe-shaped area with its curved tip lying under 

part of Ottawa. One arm extends southwesterly to the Gloucester fault 

where it is cut off. The other arm extends eastward in a band about 

two miles wide for a distance of about 20 miles. 

Carlsbad Formation 

The Carlsbad formation . immediately overlies the Billings forma-

tion, It consists of grey shale with some  impure limestone and sandy 

beds, being bounded in the southwest by the Gloucester fault and in the 

north by . the Billings formation. 

Queenston Formation  

The queenston formation, a red shale occasionally streaked 

grey-green, lies in an  oval-shaped area north and_west of Russell within 

the area occupied by the Carlsbad formation except in the south where it 

is bounded by the Gloucester fault, It overlies the Carlsbad formation 

but is separated from it by the Russell formation of interbedded shale 

and limestone. 

Thirty-four samples were taken of the above three formations at 

locations shown in np, 1. Détails follow. 
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Billings Formation 

The black, carbonaceous, fissile shales of the Billings formation 

were sampled in 6 locations. At Bear Brook, Samples 1, 2, and 3 were 

tàken from exposures in the banks of the brook where about 5 feet of shale 

is exposed under 2 feet of overburden. All 3 samples proved to be ex-

cellent bloating materials in the stationary furnace, but gave poor results 

when processed in the rotary kiln, The vitrification range proved to be 

too narrow to allow the meking of à coated aggregate in the rotary kiln. 

Serious sticking and ' agglomerating took place before satisfactory bloating. 

Sample 4 Consisted of typical Billings shale from a point one and 

one-half miles east of Nevan, There are no shale exposures in the area 

but overburden is evidently light since shale  ha  d been thrown out in the 

digging of post holes, Sample  4  was a grab sample of  some  of this material. 

The shale appeared to be excessively high in carbon as only surface 

bloating took place under the rapid heat treatment of the Stationary furnace, 

Rotary kiln tests were not considered warranted. 

Billings shale is well exposed in both banks of Green Creek 

between Cyrville and Blackburn, Samples 5 and 6 came from this location. 

Both samples proved to be very good bloating materials when tested in the 

stationary furnace but each had too narrow a vitrification range to allow 

treatment in the rotary kiln for the production of a coated aggregate, 

Just north of Cyrville, the Billings formation lies close to the 

surface. Sample 7 was a grab sample.of shale frqm a basement excavation 

where overburden amounted to a thickness of 3 1/2 feet, Samples 8 from 

the same area was also a grab sample of shale taken from a road ditch 

where overburden was only a few inches thick. Both shaleSamples proved 

to be poor bloaters when given a rapid heat treatment, mainly because of 

the high content of carbon. 
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At a point about midway between Ehrdmans Bridge and Billings 

Bridge, black Billings shale was observed outcropping in a small creek bede 
•■■ 

About 1 foot of shale is exposed at this point underlying 3 feet of over-

burden* Sample 9 from this location behaved like the shale from Green 

Creek and Bear Brook in that it bloated well in the stationarY fUruace but 

had too narrow a niqeification range for the production of coated aggregate., 

• 
South of Ellwood on the Ottawa4Morrisburg highway a large area is 

underlain by the Billings formation with little to no overburden* Samples 

10 and 11 were grab samples fran this location, as only surface exposume 

were noted* Both of theSe e  in common with most other samples of shale 

fron the Billings formation tested, were good bloating materials but possessed 

too narrow a vitrification range for the 'manufacture of a coated aggregatee 

Carlsbad Formation 

Nineteen samples were secured from the Carlsbad formation at 5 majo,2 

locations shown in Nap le Most of these samples were submitted by Hay.1.9y  and. 

Sons Limited, Ottawa° In general e  the laboratoey results'obtaîned on the 

grey shale of the Carlsbad formation were very ,  good.  At some  locations 

however the shale is interbeddsd with sandy shale and impure limestone so 

that many of these samples had to be classed as too non-uniforme 

At a point about midway between'Enrdmans Bridge and Blackburn, the 

Carlsbad formation lies within 3 to 4 feet of the surface* Samples 12 and 

13 came from a surface exposure in a shallow ditch fia this area Sample 12 

contained a small amount of sandy shale that showed no bloatiug e  but the 

ranainder of the sample had excellent bloating properties, giving a light, 

strong, well-rounded product with a bulk density of 51 lbe/eueftp, and a 

volume expansion of 175 per cents The vitrification of this material was 

very wide, allowing easy temperature controle Sample 13 was classed as 

being too non-duniform because of the large amount of sandy shale present* 
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Two samples (14 and 15) of the Carlsbad formation came from an area 

about midway between Hurdmans Bridge and Billings Bridge. Sample 14 was taken 

in the creek bed opposite the Veterans Health Centre, and represented a 3-foot 

stratigraphie width of interbedded grey shale and thin (1" to 3") beds of 

shaley limestone. It proved to be a good bloater in the stationary furnace 

but the vitrification range was too narrow to give satisfactory results in the 

rotary kiln. 

Sample 15 came from an old quarry a few hundred feet seuth-west of 

the location of Sample 14. It represented a 10-foot stratigraphie width of 

grey shale with narrow, rusty weathering beds of impure limestone. Several 

rotary kiln runs were made on this material with good results. The best 

test run gave a product with a bulk densitY of 41 lb./éu. ft., and a volume 

expansion of 100 per cent. The agglomerating temperature was  about 2000°F. 

The amount of impure limestone present was not considered too excessive. 

Three samples (16, 17  and 18) of Carlsbad shale were taken from 

exposures on a creek about one mile north-west of Ramsayville. Sample 16 was 

largely impure limestone and hence gave very poor results. Samples 17 and 18 

were soft, light-grey coloured shales and may represent a weathered portion 

of the usually hard Carlsbad shale, Both of these materials bloated well 

but had a much too narrow vitrification range to allow rotary kiln processing. 

Samples 19 to 25 were surface samples of the Carlsbad formation, 

taken in an area roughly one and a half miles southwest of Ramsayville. 

Bedrock in this area lies close to the surface. With the excep;tion of 

Sample 20, which contained toe high a proportion of impure limestone, a31  

materials gave good results. Rotary kiln tests showed that the shale had 

a wide vitrification range and excellent bloating properties. The products 

made from these samples had volume expansions of from 25 per cent to 180 per 

cent and bulk densities of from 29 to 61 lb./cupft. Crushing strengths 

varied from 318 p.s.i. to 2070  psi. 
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Samples 26 to,29 inclusive•were diamond drill cores feen four fifty-

foot holes drilled in the same general area•as the above  aura ee eamples. 

The shale in these sections,contained . narrow beds of limestone  but the  

amount lees not believed to be excesisive. -  The core_from the drill holes 

was,cruehed to pasa a -1/2 Inch sueeen. e The teed thus centained:a con-

siderable proportion of fine material. Good :  results were ebtained.witt 

products showing bulk denaities for the .-318" 4^ 8 mesh fraation varying 

from.37.5 lb./cu. ft. te 46.5 110/cu0 ft. Crushing strenehe varied fror. 

318 P.s.i. to 1034 p;s.i, and volume expansions from 100 to rb -pee cane,. 

The maximal temperature.to  avoid agglomeeation of the feed was found to be - 

2040e. The wide vitrifioatlen range shewn by the shale allowed the pre-

ceesing of the fine and eoarse material in one eperation. Impure limeetene 

preseut in the feed bloated te a mall eztent but was much heavier than the 

expanded shale, and woeld probably lend 	eaaily to water separation 

if a still lighter producteyeee desired. 

The Carlsbad fermation . alee  lias  close te the surface at Taiteima 

Sample 30 wae a grab sample of surfaee ahale frem this locatian. Althoue 

only a emall amount of mateeial wa$ submitted e  it gave -eery fa7ourab1e' 

indieatione of a wide eitrifination range and - geed bloating prepertiee 

tested in the stationary tuenace. 

ceeeeneton Formation 

- • Two red shale samplee (31 and 32) were senured frem the eleeneeoe 

formation. They were takenetele a quarry operated-by the Ottewe Brick Pee 

Terra  Gotta Company, timted, lo3atef.  four miles neeth of Russell. A 

eeetiee of the quarry feee was noted as .fellewa: 

Highly weathered red shale (Sample 31) 	5 feet 

Bard, red shale (Sample 32)  
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Both of the above materials proved to be good bloaters but had a much too 

narrow vitrification range for the production of a coated lightweight 	• 

aggregate in the rotary kiln. 

Two samples of clay were taken from lightweight aggregate tests 

from the clay pit of the Ottawa Brick and Terra Gotta Company, Limited, 

located just west of Billings Bridge. Sample 33 was representative of the 

top bed of plastic grey llay, while Sample 34 was taken from the lowar blue 

clay. The two beds are separated by a bed of sand. Both materials proved 

to be good bloaters but had too narrow a vitrification rangs for rotary kiln 

treatnent. 

CORNWALL  

Cornwall is on the Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, and New 

York Central railways 57 miles by rail southeast of Ottawa and 69 miles by 

rail southwest of Montrlal. 

In the vicinity of Cornwall there occur several patches of stoneless 

clay in depressions between morainal ridges of glacial drift. At Gray's 

Creek in Charlottenburg Yannship, Glengarry County, 2 miles northwest of 

Cornwall, dark-brown peaty clay is well exposed in the creek bankR. The 

nature of the topography and number of exposures along the creek suggest 

that there is a large area underlain by this clay. Top soil overburden 

amounts to about 6 inches to 1 foot in thickness. The dark-brown clay 

appears to have a thickness of from 3 to 5 feet and-overlies a bluish-grey 

clay, probably of marine origin. 

Six samples (35 to 40) of the brown clay were secured from the 

creek banks, covering a distance of one half mile upstream from where the 

Montreal highway crosses the creek. All samples proved to be excellent 

bloaters in the stationary furnace and all had a wide vitrification range. 

Rotary kiln tests gave quite good results although the crushing strengths 
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were not very high. The products ranged in bulk density from 40 lb./cu.ft. 

to 49 lb./au.ft., in crushing strengths from 159 p.s.i. to 636 p.s.ie and 

In volume expansions fram 10 to 20 per cent. In view of the excellent 

volume expansions shawn in the stationary furnace tests a longer retentio. 

time than that given in these rotary kiln tests seems desirable. Products 

from this material might have a somewhat low strength to weight ratio. How-

ever, because of good bloating properties and a wide vitrification range, 

this material appears to have good possibilities as a coated aggregate raw 

material. Fiuther investigations seam warranted. 

NAPANEE  

, The town of Napanee is approximately midway between Belleville and 

Kingston. The plant of Eapanee Brick and'Tile Works, south of the town, uses 

two kinds of clay, a stratified clay, believed to have been deposited from 

glacial 'Lake Iroquois, and a dark-brown peaty clay. The two are separated, 

laterally, by a ridge of glacial drift and both are underlain by sand. The 

dark-brown clay resembles that samplud at Grey's Creek near Cornwall. 

The light-brown stratified clay is said to extend to a depth of 18 

feet althaugh only 10 fe , t  vas  exposed in the pit. The laaer 8 feet (Sample 

41) seemed well stratified while the upper 2 feet (Sample 42) was avident17 

less so. Both samples showed good bloating in the stationary furnace but 

thi vitrification rang u  was narrow. in the rotary kiln tests the vitri-

fication range proved to be too narrow to allow expansion without serious 

sticking and agglomeration. 

The dark-brown peaty clay is said to underlie at least 30 acres 

and to have an average depth of 5 feet. Overburden consists of about 6 

inches of top soil. In the stationary furnact this clay (Samp]e 43) 

appeared to have a somcmhat narrow vitrification range but bloated well. 

The rotary kiln test gave a fair product with a volumf expansion of 10 per C9:1.6 
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The product was well rounded but definitely underbloated, showing a bur. 

density of 58 lb./cu. ft. As would be expected, the crushin strengt:t 

was high, measuring 1273 p.s.i. The average temperature  fo:' the rotar 

kiln run was 2000-e. However, sticking and agglomeration became quit ,, 

serious when the temperature was increased beyond 2010çT. It is evide 

that the vitrification range of this clay requires very accurate temperatar-

contr11. The material warrants further work as it  sens  suitable for th- 

manufacture  of a coated lightweight aggregate 

B'yrIrVILLE  

At the plant of D.W. Rollins, located 2miles east of Bellevill e 

 dark-brown peaty'clay is Used in the manufacture of brick. A 2-foole, 

of olay (Sample f.4) was available for sampling 	In physical appearaace 

clay reslembles the dark-brown clay found at Cornwall and Napane. 

of clay Wvailable, where sampled, is believed small. This:material bioa 

well in the stationary furnace bat th3 vitrification range was to7) narr t: 

give a good product in the rotary kiln. No volume expansion 11 ,13 em-ideat 

when treated at just under the temperature at which seriouk-.‘7 stickt 

agglomeration took place. 

PETERBOROUGH 

A light-brown sandy clay is used for the manufacture of brick bï 

Curtis.;irothers, PeterbGrough. It is brought frou  a point about 3 mIle 

south of the city. This clay (Sample 45) proved to_be a pp ..)r IpXoabir 

a very narrow vitrification range, fusing to a glass when  test in thf 

stationary furnace. Rotary kiln tests were not warranted. 

TORONTO 

The Toronto area is underlain by Palezec shales of Ordovicia 

Th  Dundas formation, formerly known as the Lorraine formation, underlie 

city of Toronto and extends northward in a band about 20 miles wlde, 
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consists of medium grey shale with thin lenticular calcareous iind sandy .-18. 

Immediately underlying the city of Toronto on the eroded surface of the —nuts 

formation are deposits of bou/der clay, then  inter-glacial  beds of sand rel.i 

clay followed by boulder clay and sand, and finally, by the shallow-wate-

clay and sand of glacial Lake Iroquois. Several brick-producing quarrie •  

have exposed the above materials in the Toronto area. Map 2 shows the 

Toronto area giving the Dundas formation and approximate locazion of samples. 

At the Greenwood Avenue plant of the Toronto Brick Company a section 

of the interglacial beds was observed as follows: 

Sandy overburden 
Sandy clay (Sample 51) 
Grey.clay with numerous thin beds of 

•sand (Samples 49 and 50) - - 
Light-brown, stratified sandy clay 

(Sample 48) 
Stratified bluish-grey clay 

(Samples 4(  and 47)  

- 15 to 20 feet 
r 4 feet 

- 8 feet 

- 5 feet 

- 13 feet 

All of the above samples (46 to 51 inclusive) proved to have toc'  narrow a 

vitrification range for consideration as coated aggregate raw materials. 

The upper sandy clay (Cample 51) and the lower bluish-grey clay (Samples 

46 and a) proved to be good bloatinf: materials while the renainier of tn, 

samples fused quickly to a glass without appreciable bloating. 

Silty, stratified clay deposited from glacial Lake Iroquois is used 

for the manufacture of brick at the plant of the 'iright brothers;  hrck  

Company on Lawes r0.1d. 	The upper weathered 3 feet of the deposit (ample 

burns red while the unuerlying 11 feet ::ample 53) burns to a buff color. 
- 

.Several beds of white sand of 1 inch to 3 inches thickness were noted 

throughout the deposit- 	both af Lil*iSi:•e;aulii ,o were poor 

an extrer..c/y narrow vitrification •rance, fusing quickly to e, rlas. 

W)-foot  stratigraphie with of grey shale of the ',-;unas forra-

tion is exposed in the Don Valley quarry of the Toronto Erick oluvIry. 

the shale are deposits of boulecr clay and intep:lacial nhi  
. 

and clays which total approxim.ately 100 feet in .thickness. 



hard bands were Observed within the shale. These bands are both sandy  and 

calcareous and are not continuoue, frequently pinching out laterally. They 

are usually only a few inches thick. 

Four samples (54, 55, 56 and 57) were taken in 10-foot sections ef 

the bottom 40 feet of the quarry face. All four samples proved to be gp)':!, 

bloaters in the stationary furnace and showed a medium-wide vîtrificatio:e 

range. The calcareous and sandy particles showed no bloating uuder the 

seine  time-temperature conditions. The productsformed in the rotary kiln 

tests showed good volume expansions when fired below the agglomerating 

temperature. The bulk densities were low but crushing strengthe were alse 

very low as the product consisted largely of thin platy particles. Very 

little rounding of the particles took place. 

The lower 20 feet of the quarry face, represented by Samples 54 

and 55, gave products with bulk densitiee of 33 lb./cu€ ft. and 41 lb./Cu0 

ft. respecitvely. Volume expansions  measured 80 per cent and 75 per cent 

while the crushing strength for both ip;oducts was 477 p.s.i. The average 

kiln temperature for both runs was 2020eF. while agglomeratiou took plaee 

above 2025*F. 

The upper 20 feet  of  the section samples (Samples 56 and 57) gave 

products with bulk densities of 39 lb./cu,fte and 41 lb./Cuftc and crush-

teg strengths of 318 p.s.i. and 159 p.s.t. Volume  expansions for both 

samples Measured 100 per cent. The average temperature for both of these 

runs mv,  ;L975 F. and agglomeration took place when the temperature was in-

creased beyond 1980bF. This ehale appears to  warrant  further investigueee 

as 4 potential  source of  raw material for coated lightweight aggregates. 

The product, however, could be expected to have a low strength to weight 

ratio since the individual particles lack the sPherical shape desired in 

an  ideal coated aggregate. The sandy and calcareous material present 

showed no bloating under the conditions which were effective for the shale. 

L:" this shale is used ;,'e= foreign material should be avoided as'much as possible. 
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On the flat area near Mimico-very thin drifts cover the Dundae 

fOrmation. At the brick plant of the Ontario Reformatory, a section was 

measured in the quarry as-follows: 

Surface clay (Sample 62) 	 - 3 feet 
Medium-grey shale  (ample 61) 	- 3 feet 
Impure limestone 	 - 6 inches 
Medium-grey shale (Samples 59 & 60) - 9 1/2 feet 
Impure limestone 	 - 1 foot 
Medium-grey shale (Sample 58) 	- 5 feet 

The limeFtone bede in the above section were not included in the samples. 

The surface clay (Sample 62) overlying the shale bloated well in the 

stationary furnace and showed a medium-wide vitrification range. The 

rotary kiln product Wa5 aleo quite satiefaotory with a bulk density of 

40 lb.tu, ft. The volume increase was low at 10 per cent. A11 the 

shale  (Semples 58 to 61), under rapid heat treatment in the stationary 

furnace, proved to be good bloaters with a medium-wide vitrificatiou range. 

In the rotary kiln, good expansion of the shale took place below 2030eF at 

which temperature agglomeration started. Bulk densities of the products 

varied from 3A lboicu.ft. to 53 lb./cu,ft0 while crushing strengthe  rad. 

 from 101A t) 318 p.e.i. The 7olume expansions varied from 30 to 100 per 

cent. The producte formed from this eeetion of shale, with the exception 

of the top 3 feet (Sample hi), showed little to no rounding of the in-

dividual particles, the majority being thin e  platy and weak. However thie 

shale ie considered worthy of further work as it does show a good degree 

of  expansion  below the temperature at which agglomeration takee place. 

At the plant of Construction Materials Limited the gre: shale of 

the  1)UL£19,5 formatio.o ta ueed for the productioa of briek. The teompanyes 

quaery  exposes  a 48 foot width of shale containing the usual narrw beds 

of • impure limestone.  AU fi-foot- semples proved to be good b1oiters 

with a medium wide vitrification range. The upper 24 feet, represented 

by Samplee 65 and 66, gave well-rounded products with bulk deneittes Cf 

47 lb./cu.'ft. and  36 1).../euof?;. The volume expansions measlred  1 per 
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cent and 80 per cent and crushing strengths 557 p0s010 and  '3Th p0s.i0 Tn7! 

average kiln temperature was allowed to rise above 2010*F0 

The lower 24 feet of the quarry face (Samples 63 and 64) appea 

to be more thinly bedded than the upper half since the prodwt containe. . 

large amount of thin platy weak particles° The volume expanslon for bot , 

 runs was 100 pfe F.'eat0 The bulk densities of the products were 39 ro0 .A7n. 

ft0 and 37 lboteuofto and crushing strenehs were 318 pos.1.0 aue 159 poe,1.0 

The average kiln temperature for both runs was just under 1980')F 0  at whih 

temperature agglameration'started, On the basis of these tests the upper 

24 feet of the section exposed in the quarry would appear to be most 

suitable for development since the products have a better shape and a higne 

strength to weight ratio. 

In summary it appears that the shale of the Dundas formation in 

the Toronto area offers the greatest  promise.  It is evident that some 

sactiou Of these:beds have better firing properties than others. The' 

vitrification range ofthe shale is not exeptionally wid.  Clos ' 

of the  feed and accurate temperature control would be necessal-y :  

a uniform prbduct and to avoid agglomeration which taksa pla7ze aptdiy .  

the critt7:1a1 temperature-time  conditions a'  exceeded. Thin-bedder9 3eV:e.17  

of the shale would have to be avoided to eliminate a •aminated %rrjduet as 

also would the calcareous sandy,layers present in varying anolus 

the sampled sections° Hand Sorting  Of  this material befee firing e  

. before gravity separation after firing, might have to be resorted to. 

general the Pleistbene clays of this area ar high in line and« eaaegve,_ 

,have too narrow a vii;rification range for rotary kiln treatment  j tjelica-

dutio of coated lightweight agregatee. Some of these elay, howe .9-A 9  

might be well adapted to the sintering  machine  process for lightweight 

aggregate  manufacture ° 
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STREETS  VILLE  

Thinly bedded, flat lying, brick-red hieenston shale is quarried 

at Streetsville by F.B. McFarren Limited for use in the manufacture of 

bricks. A section of the quarry was noted as follows: 

Red top soil 
Red shale with narrow grey-green calcareous 

-bands (Sample 68) 	: 
Red shale (harder than.overlying shale) 

(Sample 67) 

- 2 feet 

— 5 feet 

- 10 feet 

Both of these samples bloated well in the stationary furnace but 

their vitrification ranges were much too narrow ,  since no satisfactory bloat-7 - 

ing took place in the rotary kiln before sticking and agglomeration became 

serious. 

MILTON 

A 56-foot section of red lueenston shale was sampled in the quarry 

operated by the Milton Brick Company. Six samples (69 to 74) were taken, 

all with similar firing qualities. They bloated well in the stationary -

furna3* tests but their vitrification ranges WEer$ too narrow. When fired 

in the rotary kiln at a temperature just.under that at which sticking becam 

serious (2050°F.), very poor,products were formed. 

HAMILTON 

The Hamilton area is underlain by Ordovician and Silurian shales, 

limestones, and sandstones. The most important shale formations are th 
- 

Ikeenston and Medina ones. The 7.1eenstun formation is uniform in physial 
and 

appearance and firing properties,/consists of hard, red shale with fo:7tasiona.1 

green streaks. The Medina formation includes shale, sandstone, and limesoàm, 

The shale, known as the Cabot Head member, consists predominantly of gl, ar. 

shale with narrow bands of sandy limestone. The approximate distribution 

of these shales in the  Hamilton  area is shown in Map 3. 



Clays deposited from glacinl Lake Iroquois are found in the lower 

Dundas Valley lying behind the high gravel bar that extends nort:e threue 

Dundurn park. 

At Port Nelson, approximately 2 miles northeaet of Burliugton, 

Queenston shale was observed outcropping in a small creek. Seraele 75 wee 

representative of a-10-foot width of thia ehale exposed undee 10 feet of 

weathered shale and topsoil. In the stationary furnace this shale bloated 

well but had a narrow vitrification range . ,  Rotary kiln tests confirmed 

this since no satisfactory bloating took place below  2050F, when  ths 

charge began to agglomerate Very quickly. 

. 	.A red, surface clay lelieved.to have been deposited from the wateee 

of glacial Lake Iroquois l is used for the manufacture of flower pots by the 

Foster Pottery Company, Hamilton. This material (Sample 76) bloated well 

in the stationary furnace showing a wider vitrification range than the 

-tueenston shale. Howevme, the rotary kiln product seemed very eoer and it 

ls evident that close temperature control would be necessary to allow satie-

factory bloating without agglomeration. . 

The Hamilton plant of the National Sewer  Pipe  Compav uses a 

mixture of surface clay and .1.eenston shale for the production of sewee 

pipe. Samples 77 and 78 were grab samples from the stockpiles of shale 

and clay, respectively. The shale behaved in firing other samples of the 

lueenston shale. It bloated well but'hacI too narrow a vitrifieation range 

to allow the production of a coated aggregate ,in  the rotary kiln. The clay 

(Sample 78), which is merely weathered shale, had a somewhat wider vitri-

fication range than the shale.  This,  however, was still, îneaffiaiene tee 

allow satisfaotory bloating without agglomeration. 

The Hamilton Pressed Brick Company operates a quarry in the 

lueenston shale exposing a 75-foot face near the top of the formation.  Five 

samplem (79 to 83) were taken. All these materials bloated well in the 
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stationary furnace. Rotary kiln products were very poor due to the 

characteristic, narrow vitrification range of the Queenston shales. 

Shale belonging to both the Queenston and overlying Medina 

formations, is well exposed in the valley which is cut by Stoney °reek 

just above Stoney Creek station on the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo 

railway. A section starting from a point 68 feet above the Medina-

Queenston contact was noted as follows: 

Medina Formation 

(Cabot Head Member) 

Grey shale with reddish zones and 
narrow (1" - 3") beds Of sandy 
limestone (Sample 92) - 10 feet 

Grey shale with reddish zones 
(Sample 91) 	- 	 - 10 feet 

Grey shale with narrow (1" - 2") 
beds of sandy limestone 
(Sample 90) 	 - 18 feet 

Grey shale with 1" to 6" beds of 
sandy limestone (Sample 89) 

(Manitoulin Member) 

Dolomitic limestone with thin beds 
of grey shale 

• (Whirlpool Member) 

Massive sandstone 

-7‘ueenston Formation 

- 15 feet 

- 5 feet 

- 10 feet 

Uniform, hard, red shale with occasional 
green streaks (Samples 84 to 88) 	- 85 feet 

The Queenston shale, repreoented by Samples 84 to 83, bla,re.i 

like other tested samples of th? r'eaeenston shale. 	Ail  samples bloated well 

in the stationary furnace but poor products  were  obtained in the rotary 

kiln at temperatures just under that at which agglomeration ntarted. The 

grey shales belonging to the Cabot Head member proved to be very goe:J 

, bloaters possessing a much wider vitrification  range  than the çluienston 



The occasional narrow beds of sandy limestone are detrimental Out might b.:, 

eliminated by careful mining. 

The lower 15 feet of shale, represented by Sample 89, pn?ved to lyi4 

too non-uniform due to the large anount of included sandy limestone. 

The overlying 38 feet of shale, represented by Samples 90, 91, 

92, gave very satisfactory products in the rotary kiln. The volume ex-

pansions for all three samples measure 75 per cent; the bulk densities of 

the products varied from 41 lb./c. ft. to 49 lb./cu.ft. and the crushin 

strengths varied from 1034 p.s.i. to 1114 p.s.i. The average kiln temperatu 

for the three rotary kiln runs was 2030 0F and agglomeration of the shale 

started when the temperature was increased beyond 2040°F. The products were 

well-rounded, light and strong. The amount of sandy limestone in the upper 

38 feet of sampled shale did not appear to be excessive. Probably the 

greatest difficulty in utilizing the grey  Cabot Head  shale would be the 

availability of large, easily-quarried quantities. These shales form a steer 

slope along the Niagara escarpment and .mcst outcrops are overlain by a con- 

siderable thickness of hard dolomite which would make quarrying costs 	- 

prohibitive. Careful prospecting, however, might locate a sufficient quantity 

of shale where the overlying limestone has been removed by erosion. 

GRIMSBY 

The top of the queenston formation and the bottom of the Medina 

formation are exposed in Grimsby Creek on the south side of the town of 

Grimsby. A section was measured as follows: 

Medina Formation 

(Whirlpool Member) 

Massive sandstone 

lueenston Formation 

- 10 feat 

Red-shale with-occasionalstreaks 
of green sandy shale 
(Samples 93 to 96) - 80 feet 
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All the above samples bloated Well in  the  stationary furnace but 

had the narrow vitrification range characteristic of the Queenston formatio:u. 

No satisfactory bloating could be obtained in the rotary kit.:. 	operated 

at temperatures lower than those at which the particles begau 	stick a.,(7 

 agglomerate» 

JORDAN 

At Jordaa, 7 miles west of St. Catharines e  red Queenston shale 

exposed in the banks of Twenty Mlle Creek. Sample 97 was representative of 

10 feet of the shale. This material bloated well in the stationary furnace 

but a poor product was obtained'in the rotary kiln due to the narrow 

vitrification range. 

ST '. CATHARINES  

Amassive grey clay is worked for the manufacture of brick and tils 

by the Paxton Brick and Tile Company 	St. Catharines. The deposit appears 

to have a thickness of at least 40 feet. Sample 98 was representative of 

the bottom 20 feet of the pit and Sample 99 of the upper 20 feet. Bot';, 

 these materials proved to be poor bloaters in the stationary furnace. Tà..9 

had a narrow vitrification range and fused quickly to a glass. Rotary kit_ 

tests were considered unwarranted. 

QUEENSTON 

Red e  lueenston shale is exposed. along the highway leading to  th-  

bridge  at nàeenston. A 30-foot section of the shale e  immediately undeallytfu' 

the basal sandstone member Of the Medina formation, was sampled for laboratory 

tests (Samples 100 and 101). Both samples bloated well ta the stationary 

furnace but when processed in the rotary kiln their narrow vitrification 

range resulted in very poor products. 

Two miles north of the above location a 30-foot section of the rd  
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shale was sampled on the west bank of the Niagara river (S9mples 102  art. 10A. 

This section appears to be about 50 feet lower stratigraphically than  th  

exposure at Queenston. The firing properties, however, were almost identical 

with those of the shale from Queenston. . 

,NORWICH 

Post-glacial clay is'used for the manufacture of brick and tile  a -  

the plant of the Norwich Brick and Tile Company° A, section of the clay pit 

was noted as follows: 

Soil overburden with.flint pebbles 	 - 1 foot 
Dark-brown clay (red-burning) (Sample 106) 	-. 1 1/2 feet 
Dark-brown clay (buff-burning)(Sample 105) 	- 4 feet 
Iight-brown clay.(buff-burning) (Sample 104) - 2 feet 

The upper red-burning clay (Sample 106) 9  when tested in the rotary 

kiln, proved to be non-uniform, Some portions of it were very well bloated 

and possessed,w1de vitrification ranges whereas orher portions were the 

opposite.  The  buff-burning materiale (Samples 105 and 104) prd to be 

. poor bloaters possessing narrow vitrification ranges. 

BROU1SVILLE 

At the brick plant of Daller and  Son, Brownsville, the folloteu 

section was noted in the clay pit: 

Topsoil 	 - 1 foot 
Dark-brown clay (red-burning)(Sample 108) - 2 feet 
Dark-brown clay (buff-burhing)(Sample 107) 	feet 

In the stationary furnace these materials pro7ed to be poor bloates 

and had very narrow vitrification ranges,,fusing quickly to a glass. 

COATSWORTH 

Local clay is used for the manufacture of brick and tile at the 

plant of A.W. Hill and Sons, located at IStevenson, near Coateworth in Kent 

Caanty. A sample of the clay used (Sample 109) weà submitted by the compaar 

for laboratory testing. 
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Stationary furnace tests indicated that the material bloated well 

and had a wide vitrification rangs. These results were confirmed in the 

rotary kiln tests in which a satisfactory well-rounded product WaS formed. 

The product showed a volume expansion  of 30 per cent, a bulk density of 

46 lb./cu0 ft. and a crushing strength of 557 p.s.i. The average kiln 

temperature for the run W8B 1935F. while agglomeration started when the 

temperature was increased beyond 195 00F0  Although the •rushing st2engtt 

of the product was somewhat low in relation to its weight &  this material 

is considered to offer reasonably good possibilities as a raw material for 

coated lightweight aggregates. 

• ELGINFIELD  

The plant , of.Chester McComb, Elginfield, uses post-glacial clay 

for the manufacture of brick. A section of 9 feet of clay was exposed in 

elay pit but the deposit is reported to have a depth of 40 feet. The 

following section was measured: 

Topsoil 	 - 1 foot 
Iron-stained, bedded, brown clay (red- 

burning) (Sample 111) 	 - 4 feet 
Light-grey.clay (buff-burning) (Sample 110) - 	feet 

. 	 . 

The materials were pOor bloaters when tested in the stationary 

fUrnace and he,  very narrow vitrification ranges. Rotary kiln tests were 

considered unwarranted. 

KITCHENER  

At the plant of C. Kneel and Son, located at St. Clements, 

about 12 miles northwest of Kitchener, samples were obtained of a post-

gle«ial clay used for the manufacture of tile.' A section of the pit was 

noted as follows: 
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Topsoil 	 - 1 foot 
Dark brown clay. (red-burning) Sample 113) 	- 2 feat 
Light-brown clay (buff-burning) Sample 112) - 	1/2 faa.k, 

 The materials proved to be poOr bloaters in the stationary fur ,:: 

and had narrow vitrification ranges, fusing quickly to a 541ass. 1 

A 6—foot sample of buff-burning clay (Sample 114) wes secturad at 

the plant of A.C. Martin,  Wallenstein,  about 15 miles northwest of JiltnaLe:;. 

When tested in the stationary furnace this clay proved to be a - vary polr 

bloater and had an extremely narrow vitrification range. Rotary kiln t3ats 

were not made. 

A 10!,foot section of clay was sampled in the clay  pi t of E.E. 

Seegmiller Ltd., located between Waterloo and Bridgeport. A seetior. of 

the pit was noted as follows: 

Light-brown clay with a few limestone 
pebbles (Sample 116) 	 - 4 feet 

Fine-grained, blue clay.with a few scattered 
'pebbles of red gneenston shale (Sample 115) - 6 feat 

The upper clay represented by Sample416 bIo,4.1d poorly, exId had 

a very narrow vitrification range. The lower blue clay p..zpvad tc be ock 

bloating material but also had too narrow:a vitrification ..cange tc.) 

rotary kiln tests. 

BRAMPTON 

Red shale belonging to the lueenston formation is used at the 

Brampton Pressed Brick Company, A section  1n the cepanyes shale quarry 

was noted as follows: 
-• 

Brown clay with pebbles' 	 - 6 fecit 
Red shale with streaks of sandy green

! 

shale (red-burning) (Sample 119) 	- 8 fet 
Red shale with streaks.of sawty  green 

shale (buff-burning) (Sample 118) 	- 4 fei,  
Red shale with a few streaks of sandy 

green shale (red-burning) (Sample 117) - 7 
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The above samples bloated well but their vitrification ranges 'AU-V? 

too narrow to allow satisfactory bloating in the rotary kiLi below agglonea- 

tion temperatures. 

A 34-f0,1t width of red Queenstou shale le expOsed  tths quaez7 

of  the Inte›yeurcdncial Brick Companyoe eneltenhan plant. 'Fvr! straU-

graphic sanples (120 $  121 9 122 and 123) were taken from the 11.1.: 

AU pelTei to be gooi bloaters with narroc vitrifleatie.: raios. 

rotary kiln tests the shale partiolee sticted to stick and e. ,4# ag411A4 

e- about ;?.070'F. Below this temperature the shale showed rt ..) 31)Pre3f 0e1,,' 

expansion. 

=MOM 

Two shale beds belonging to the top of the Cabot Bee. 

the Medina formation are exposed in a :rajAVIra7 e"adag al; Limeu0 Tir  

upper 7-falt bed of grey Shale is separite felm the 1ower=5-foe 

red shale by calcareous sandstone.  The  grey shale (Sample 125) coJ.tain+' 

thin limestone beds wilV.e the ked. shale (Semple 124)  sema  to bs 

pure. Both materials proved to be poor bloaters with yery nar:e 

vitrification ranges. 

.11posiJ 

The %staff Brick and Tile Cenpany and the Clrettz. ecie:Tac 

ars using surface claye for the manufacce of brie and  tile 

At the'lagstaff BricY.aad. Tile plant samples wace te2e8 tai 

1ight-b7cclez plastic clay (Sample 126) and a sandy clay (StAr.)le 12ifl. 

B9th of these materiale are buterrcatl. mien  fired rapid1• in the 

stationary furnace both materials proved to be poor bloatecs with very 

narrow vitrification ranges. Rotary ki17. te  ats were cousiderecl. TrAwx,v1,,vi:10 
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At the Curtin Brick  Yard  plant 9  a dark-brown buff-burning clay 

(Sample 128) and a red-burning clgy (Sample 129) were sampled. Stationary 

furnace tests indicated that bothimaterials possesSed vitrification ranizaA 

too narrow to  warrant rotary  kiln  testa e The buff-burning clay (Sampl.:+. 

128) showed very little evidence of bloating under,a rapid heat treatment 

whereas the red-burning clay (Sample 129) bloated quite welle 
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Figure IV 

DUWMAKI Ur ilunibra.lual  etrUKMArRIM. IGOI ne.Jul.le ■ valet/um 

Materials that are good bloaters 	 Uaterials that are too 
Materials having good 	but are not considered suitable 	 refractory (showing no 	Materials that are too 

for coated aggregate manufacture 	Materials that are 	bloating or fusion when 	non-uniform in bloat- possibilities for coated 	 poor bloaters because of sticking and egglomer- 	 fired in stationary fur- 	 ing qualities aggregate production 
ating characteristics 	 aace at 2400 F for 5 minutes) 

Sample 	Locality 	 Locality Sample 	 Semple 	Locality 	 Sample 	Locality 	Sample 
Locality  No. 	 No. 	 No. 	 No. 	 No. 

Ottawa-shale 	12 	Ottawa-shale 	 1-3 	Ottawa-shale 	4 	 (No refractory 	 Ottawa-shale 	13 
Ottawa-shale 	15 	Ottawa-shale 	 5,6 	Ottawa-shale 	7,8 	materials 	 Ottawa-shale 	16 
Ottawa-shale 	19,21-25 	Ottawa-shale 	 9 	 Peterborough-clay 	45 	 found) 	 Ottawa-shale 	20 
Ottawa-shale 	26-29 	Ottawa-shale 	 10,11 	Toronto-clay 	48-50 	 Hamilton-shale 	89 
Ottawa-shale 	30 	Ottawa-shale 	 14 	Toronto-clay 	52,53 	 Norwich-clay 	106 
Cornwall-clay 	35-40 	Ottawa-shale 	 17,18 	St. Catherines-clay 	98,99 
Napanee-clay 	43 	Ottawa-shale 	 31,32 	Norwich-clay 	104,105 
Toronto-shale 	54-57 	Ottawa-clay 	 33,34 	Brownsville-clay 	107,108 
Toronto-shale 	58-61 	Napanee-clay 	 41,42 	Elginfield-clay 	110,111 
Toronto-clay 	62 	Belleville-clay 	44 	Kitchener-clay 	112,113 
Toronto-shale 	63-66 	Toronto-clay 	 46,47,51 	Kitchener-clày 	114 
Hamilton-shale 	90-92 	Streetsville-shale 	67,68 	Kitchener-clay 	116 
Coatsworth-clay 	109 	Milton-shale 	 69-74 	Limehouse-shale 	124,125 

Hamilton-shale 	75 	Lindsay-clay 	126,127 
Hamilton-clay 	 76 	Lindsay-clay 	128 
Hamilton-shale 	77 
Hamilton-clay 	 78 
Hamilton-shale 	79-83 
Hamilton-shale 	84-88 
Grimsby-ahale 	 93-96 
Jordan-shale 	 97 
queenston-shale 	100-103 
Kitchener-clay 	115 
Brampton-shale 	117-119 
Cheltenham-shale 	120-123 
Lindsay-clay 	 129 
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